English
 Writing myth stories
 Information page about Greece –
past and present and Alexander the
Great
 Descriptive writing of a battle
 Retelling a Greek myth through a
play script

Maths

RE
 Domestic Church
 Baptism
 Advent

PE
Year 5
Autumn Term 2021
Zero to Hero

Science
 Materials and forces – making a
Trojan horse
 Human body- the effects of diet
and aging
History & Geography
 Comparing maps of Greece, past and
present, using 4 figure co-ordinates
and OS symbols
 Ancient Greece
o Famous play wrights and
theatres
o Philosophers
o Art work
o Battles

 Place value
 Addition and Subtraction
 Multiplication and Division

 Athletics (Olympics)
 Swimming

Art/DT





Clay pots and printing
Pencil drawing –Perspective
Painting - focusing on colours hue,
tone and shade
Texture – making mini temples

Music


Spanish
 Introduction to the
Spanish language




Compose a fanfare for Zeus at the
start of the Olympics
Singing – music from Hercules
Discover Weekly

Computing
 Research
 Using PowerPoint to present
work

Reminders
and additional information

St Kateri PE days
are: Tuesday and
Wednesday
St Ivan PE days are:
Wednesday (last
session) and
Friday (first session)

Year 5 – Autumn Term
Zero to Hero

The Big Picture
This term we will be learning all
about the Ancient Greeks and the
impact on our lives today. We will
be learning about life in Ancient
Greek times, tasting Greek food
and retelling famous myths
through role-play, looking at the
Children are expected to
various Gods and Goddesses and
be in full school uniform
reading one of Homer’s great
every day. For Key Stage 2
poems, The Iliad, as retold by
children this includes a
Gillian Cross.
shirt and tie. Please ensure
We will be creating a fact sheet
that children are wearing
about the Gods and Goddesses,
black shoes, not trainers.
learning about the
different city states in Ancient
Please remember to send
Greece and the kings who rules
your child in with their PE
them, and learning about one of
kit on their PE days. St
the most famous
Mary’s PE kit is a purple tbattles, The Battle of Troy.
shirt and black shorts, in
colder weather children
may wear black leggings or
jogging bottoms and their
school jumper, plimsols

or non-marking black
trainers are acceptable.
Reading Diaries should be
brought into school each
day. Children should
record in their reading
diaries each time they read
at home, they will then be
able to move up the reading
challenge on display in
class. We encourage
children to try to read at
home at least 5 times a
week.
Please encourage your child
to log onto TT Rockstars
and Spelling shed each
week, children’s progress
will be celebrated in class
each week.

